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It's not too late to join the Slack revolution!

Have you been a Slack slacker?
What Slack is again?
Slack is an online messaging app that SCORE Maine has been using for a few years
now. It is a place to have conversations with other volunteers and to share information on
breaking topics. Since the shutdown, the SCORE Maine Slack has been heating up, but
there are still some folks who haven't joined the party. Are you one of them?
You might be wary of another program to learn, but here are just a few reasons that
Slack is must for all mentors:

Gang's All Here: More and more lead mentors and SMEs are spending time on Slack.
Whether you have a question that you're not sure who to ask, want to poll the group for
an opinion, or are are in need of a quick co-mentor recommendation, Slack is an easy
one-stop-shop.

Channel Surfing: Slack has channels just like a TV that help keep conversations and
informational resources organized. You can hit up the #general channel for everyday
questions, the #engage channel for tech support and hot tips on SCORE's new CRM
system, or #lendingopportunities and #covid19resources for all the most up-to-date client
resources.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=9d833224b4&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1679179982271258460&simpl=msg-f%3A1679179982271258460…
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Flying Direct: Don't feel like logging into Gmail to ask a simple question? Slack lets
you tag users with the @ symbol (just like on Facebook) to get their attention on a post,
or you can send private chats to individuals or groups.

Fun Stuff: Slack is more than just a work resource! You can catch up with friends and
see how off-duty mentors are spending their time in the #keepingintouch channel or
show your appreciation for great posts with fun emojis.
At the heart of it, Slack is a tool that helps us stay connected when we can't be
together. And the more volunteers that join in, the better a resource it becomes.
We hope to see you there!

🥳

Ready to join the Slack revolution?
Check your Gmail for an invite and click the JOIN NOW button to set up your account.
You can download the app for your computer or phone, or just log in online. If you can't
find the email or need assistance getting set up, Kelsey Munksgaard, SCORE Maine
Operations Director, is here to help!

The suggestion box is open!
We're always looking for new ideas for trainings,
workshops, recruiting, and general ways to make
the organization a better, happier, and better-run
place. Tell us what's on your mind!
Submit a Suggestion
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